Kahoot!- Service for organizing online quizzes, tests and polls
Do My Homework

Brain Workout Service Kahoot!Already managed to lie teachers, university teachers, schoolchildren
and students.And it happened before the widespread quarantine.Kahoot!It is convenient to use right
in the lesson - offline, and during distance learning this service is a real find to relax from the static
seating at the screen and combaling the new theme.
Instead of conducting lessons in the usual (albeit remote) format, after explaining a new topic, many
teachers use Kahoot!as a questionnaire.For example, a part of the new material you have already
told, and students on the other side of the screen are nodding: everything is clear.But do not hurry to
continue the explanation, it is better to spend a short dynamic test that will warm up interest in the
theme and very treated those who are tired of being chained to a laptop.
You will be surprised how this active game will cheer the guys.And she will probably make critically
comprehend the entire listened material.During the quiz, schoolchildren will understand that
everything was not fully learned that the teacher said another five minutes ago, and the highlighted
correct answers after choosing an erroneous version will certainly help children remember more
than usual.
The rating of the players who is conducted in each game will stimulate the lagging: now every
student wants to remember as much as possible to gain a victorious number of points the next time.
Kahoot!Limited only by your fantasy.We are sure - you will probably find many options where you
can apply the service.
Here are just a few ideas that the developers themselves offer:
Determine themes requiring a deeper explanation, and help students close gaps in knowledge using
tests.
Organize real-time games using video conferencing or send independent games to communicate
with schoolchildren at home and in any other place as part of distance learning.
Play in Kahoot to start a lesson and summarize the knowledge of children on the last material
passed, or use it as a non-standard way to spend a survey in the middle of the explanation of the
new material.
Use analytics from game reports to assess the progress in learning each child.
Conduct surveys and questionnaires to collect the opinion of students on a important issue, check

the understanding of the topic or assess the psychological state of children.
Invite students to create their own regulations and play the whole class - so they will deepen the
knowledge of most guys, and in passive children there will be an interest in the subject.
Combine children in team to train collaboration skills.
Where to begin?Sign up to Kahoot.com.It is most convenient to enter the service through your
Google account.If there is no account, come up with a login, password, enter an email
address.During registration you will be offered to choose the family and the scope of activity.
If you have chosen the status of a school teacher, then after successfully completing the procedure,
the system will issue several possible packages, including free.First, select it to understand the
service.Most likely the basic access to you will be quite enough throughout the time of using Kahoot!
Premium access can be used for free 7 days.Next - by standard cost.And also, as the developers
themselves write, teachers open free access to premium packages until the end of Quarantine.
To figure out how the game works, go through the test quiz.It will be available after registering in a
personal account on a green field.
On the screen of the smartphone that you will see in the demorality will be displayed imitation of the
game.And choose an answer option can be exactly on this small field.And the question itself will be
visible in the legal part.
You will be asked to undergo a traditional quiz with four answers and the questionnaire "True or
False".It is not necessary to undergo a demo, but thanks to her, you will have an idea of whether
children will be at the time of the game.Watch the timer - time flies quickly!
How to create a game?It's time to make your own quiz.Anticipate?Go!To create one game you
definitely do not spend a lot of time.Click "Create" in the upper right corner of the screen.
Tip: Install the Google Chrome browser.It will automatically offer to translate text from a foreign
language if the page where you find yourself will not be completely in Russian.Be sure to agree to
translate the page into Russian to navigate the foreign site it was easier.Sometimes the translation
is inaccurate, sometimes even ridiculous, but in most cases you will definitely understand.
Friendly system will offer you to choose a ready-made pattern or create a game from scratch.We
recommend to learn everything: suddenly you will find some good idea that is suitable for your
designs.
Well, we decided to choose a blank template for a test game.It turned out that the game editor
interface is intuitive, something even looks like a description of Google Slides and PowerPoint
presentations.

Click on the left field at the top to fill out additional information about the game.Not critical if you
leave this feature without attention, but if you create your own game, then you need to figure it out in
all details.
Choose a language (however, it is not entirely clear what exactly it affects), install some funny music
that will accompany players throughout the quiz.Enter the title, add a description, picture,
accompaniment RVIZ, if necessary, link to Youtube video.And most importantly - adjust the visibility
by choosing "to all" so that your students can get into the game.Do not forget to click "Finish" and
come back to the template.
In the editor of the template, as we said, everything is extremely simple.The question fit in the field
at the top.Illustrate the image of the image.Select the time limit for which the student must give an
answer.To enter an answer options in empty dies, just click on each of them.As soon as you enter
the answer, the plate will become completely color, and on the right you can select the check box to
select the correct answer.
The first question is ready!Now use the "Add Question" button on the panel with the preview of the
template on the left, make a few more questions for quiz.When the test is fully prepared, click
"Finish" in the upper right corner of the page.
Hooray!Now you have a quiz!It remains only to share it with students.Select a quiz by clicking on the
"Play" button.
You will get a choice: Invite students to play together, right now, in real time, or specify a specific
date and time to which you need to go through the test.
If you are already in touch with the disciples and want to organize a small workout on the material
passed, then choose the first option so that the guys can see each other through Skype or Zoom
and at the same time pass on smartphones or tablets your quiz.
By the way, download the Kahoot app!You can practically any device.
Invite participants using a link or pin-code.
Enjoy the game and follow the analytics - the results will help you collect data on students and
conduct repeated polls.Developers recommend downloading the main reports to the spreadsheet
and view detailed visual reports to see the progress of each student in the classroom.

